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12 in 1 deliverance through the watches is a bundle of the 12 different deliverance titles of the series now at a go a

powerful tool of deliverance for those who seek a change in their story deliverance through the watches is prayer

programme that runs throughout a whole day in 3 hours interval starting 6am this gives a total of 7 prayer watches it

gives you focus in the place of prayer deliverance through the watches from sexual perversion is a program that

runs through the whole day in three hours interval turn the battle to the gates of time get the secret in this book

deep secret deep deliverance do you have knowledge of what is called deliverance do you want to be delivered from

any remnant of shackles or yokes do you want to grow in your knowledge of deliverance if your answer to the

questions above is yes then this is the book you have been waiting for it is written by a divinely endowed authority in

the subject by the time you have gone through this book you will agree that you have got the value for your money

many people today are prisoners in one way of the other they are in a stronghold where their freedom is limited or

has been eliminated completely some are prisoners to evil powers some to their thoughts while several others are

being held captive by dreadful devil the solution is deliverance and this book points out the various areas we need

deliverance the prayer points will shatter every prison door and set you free words have creative power words have

tearing down power words have undying power words have healing power words can work wonders words can work

blunders this is a book of powerful confessions to bring unchangeable victory and breakthroughs guaranteed this

book must change your life address all negative situations working against you and command them to bow three

categories of people miss out greatly on the immense benefits of the deliverance ministry those who are ignorant of

the deliverance ministry and its purposes those who do not believe in deliverance and those who do not know how

to obtain genuine and complete deliverance this book is written for all three categories so they can find help and be

free it unravels the mysteries surrounding deliverance makes it clearer and easier to understandpractical instructive

and life changing forty rules for effective deliverance is one of the greatest deliverance manuals ever written it will

keep you from becoming and remaining a permanent deliverance candidate when about a hundred candidates go for

an interview for employment in which only five are to be absorbed any one among these five must have been

captured in the radar of divine favor and mercy do you desire to swim in god s favor and mercy then read this book

in this book you will learn how to address scripturally and by prayer the havoc inherited from your ancestors as a

result of the flaws in their marriage s which unknown to you may now be affecting you about twenty three 23

solutions on how to overcome the consequence s of stolen marriages are given it also draws your attention to the

things that happen between married couples which are not good for the future of their marriage with this book you
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will be able to identify such and address them and by this you can sustain the unity of your marriage which is not the

wish of the devil a curse is a counter force that fights blessings a curse is being greeted with failure where success

is smiling at others a curse is a sentence calling for punishment injury or destruction on a person place or thing a

curse is a satanic mandate given to demons to wreck havocs on a person place or thing a curse is labouring under

the burden of backwardness and stagnancy a curse is labouring under a closed heaven this book teaches you the

operation mechanism manifestation detection and destruction of curses it is time for you to learn how to speak

destruction unto any curse under which you are labouring baptism of fire life changing books are rare this class of

books comes once in a while baptism of fire addresses a much sought after topic in this generation the dynamics of

the baptism of fire are offered in a digestible form the approach is practical the prayer points are coated with fire and

are acidic in nature and ares as well dangerous to the kingdom of darkness this book will provoke a mighty

conflagration in the lives of every reader as you go through this book be poised for the baptism of fire money flows

to some christians and flows away from others one first lesson you must learn is that money flows it can flow away

from a person it can be magnetized or repelled a lot of people like money but it flows away beloved the truth of the

matter is that there are angels of prosperity there are also angels of poverty they can work for or against a person

which one is working for you satan is the master of deceit and is still in the business of misleading people but god

says when we call upon him he will show us all we need to know he can guide us through dreams and keep us out

of danger this book teaches us how to wage war against destructive dreams and gives us prayer points that will

crush every poverty dream in our lives prayer is a major biblical topic the bible teaches readers the nature purposes

intentions and practical applications of prayer in diverse circumstances and situations the bible presents different

expressions of prayer major examples of prayers presuppositions of prayer various types of prayer god s diverse

answers to different prayers in different circumstances and nonverbal gestures about prayer this book attempts to

deal with difficult issues such as imprecation or curse prayers address controversial biblical passages and concepts

such as ps 51 or rom 8 26 27 and emphasize important similar connections between different biblical texts such as 1

sam 2 1 10 ps 113 5 9 luke 1 46 55 2 sam 7 18 29 or 1 chr 17 16 27 divine re positioning the best position for you

in life is that which god has ordained for you due to the lack of spiritual foresight and invariably divine guidance a lot

of people do not attain the height that god has made their portion the common thing being that they arc cither in the

wrong place or and at the wrong time doing the wrong or right thing with this book when you do a good digestion of

the first chapter you will be able to know what is required of you to align into the divine repositioning you are given

the six areas of life that can be repositioned in chapter two you have the details on the five languages by which the

repositioning directives can be received once you have attained the divine position nobody can alter that as decreed

in 1 samuel 2 19 the story of rinaldo and armida where love conflicts with duty magic plays a role and morality wins

the day lends itself to being dramatised and a number of librettists adapted it for the stage in the 17th and 18th
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centuries in france where the ballet de cour was the prime dramatic entertainment the earliest adaptation of tasso for

the theatre was the ballet du roy danced by louis xiii and his courtiers in the salle du louvre on sunday 29 janary

1617 the fifteen year old king chose the subject from several proposed to him by etienne durand the designer placed

in charge of the occasion la delivrance de renaud the present publication is dedicated entirely to the study of a

single ballet de cour its centrepiece is a modern edition of the complete livret compiled by etienne durand his

discours au vray du ballet danse par le roy le dimanche xxixe jour de janvier 1617 avec les desseins tant des

machines et apparences differentes que de tous les habits des masques paris ballard 1617 in the first group of

articles we look at the kind of historical evidence provided by the main sources for the ballet de cour the vers and

the livret and the noble participants are introduced the second group deals with the sources of inspiration for the

ballet in the third group we consider the music of our ballet the fourth group deals with the scenography and other

visual aspects of the performance at the end the last group of articles is dedicated to the dance
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12 in 1 deliverance through the watches is a bundle of the 12 different deliverance titles of the series now at a go a

powerful tool of deliverance for those who seek a change in their story deliverance through the watches is prayer

programme that runs throughout a whole day in 3 hours interval starting 6am this gives a total of 7 prayer watches it

gives you focus in the place of prayer
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deliverance through the watches from sexual perversion is a program that runs through the whole day in three hours

interval turn the battle to the gates of time get the secret in this book
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deep secret deep deliverance do you have knowledge of what is called deliverance do you want to be delivered from

any remnant of shackles or yokes do you want to grow in your knowledge of deliverance if your answer to the

questions above is yes then this is the book you have been waiting for it is written by a divinely endowed authority in

the subject by the time you have gone through this book you will agree that you have got the value for your money
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many people today are prisoners in one way of the other they are in a stronghold where their freedom is limited or

has been eliminated completely some are prisoners to evil powers some to their thoughts while several others are

being held captive by dreadful devil the solution is deliverance and this book points out the various areas we need

deliverance the prayer points will shatter every prison door and set you free
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words have creative power words have tearing down power words have undying power words have healing power

words can work wonders words can work blunders this is a book of powerful confessions to bring unchangeable

victory and breakthroughs guaranteed this book must change your life address all negative situations working against

you and command them to bow
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three categories of people miss out greatly on the immense benefits of the deliverance ministry those who are

ignorant of the deliverance ministry and its purposes those who do not believe in deliverance and those who do not

know how to obtain genuine and complete deliverance this book is written for all three categories so they can find

help and be free it unravels the mysteries surrounding deliverance makes it clearer and easier to understandpractical

instructive and life changing forty rules for effective deliverance is one of the greatest deliverance manuals ever

written it will keep you from becoming and remaining a permanent deliverance candidate
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when about a hundred candidates go for an interview for employment in which only five are to be absorbed any one

among these five must have been captured in the radar of divine favor and mercy do you desire to swim in god s

favor and mercy then read this book
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in this book you will learn how to address scripturally and by prayer the havoc inherited from your ancestors as a

result of the flaws in their marriage s which unknown to you may now be affecting you about twenty three 23

solutions on how to overcome the consequence s of stolen marriages are given it also draws your attention to the

things that happen between married couples which are not good for the future of their marriage with this book you



will be able to identify such and address them and by this you can sustain the unity of your marriage which is not the

wish of the devil
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a curse is a counter force that fights blessings a curse is being greeted with failure where success is smiling at

others a curse is a sentence calling for punishment injury or destruction on a person place or thing a curse is a

satanic mandate given to demons to wreck havocs on a person place or thing a curse is labouring under the burden

of backwardness and stagnancy a curse is labouring under a closed heaven this book teaches you the operation

mechanism manifestation detection and destruction of curses it is time for you to learn how to speak destruction unto

any curse under which you are labouring
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baptism of fire life changing books are rare this class of books comes once in a while baptism of fire addresses a

much sought after topic in this generation the dynamics of the baptism of fire are offered in a digestible form the

approach is practical the prayer points are coated with fire and are acidic in nature and ares as well dangerous to

the kingdom of darkness this book will provoke a mighty conflagration in the lives of every reader as you go through

this book be poised for the baptism of fire
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money flows to some christians and flows away from others one first lesson you must learn is that money flows it

can flow away from a person it can be magnetized or repelled a lot of people like money but it flows away beloved

the truth of the matter is that there are angels of prosperity there are also angels of poverty they can work for or



against a person which one is working for you
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satan is the master of deceit and is still in the business of misleading people but god says when we call upon him

he will show us all we need to know he can guide us through dreams and keep us out of danger this book teaches

us how to wage war against destructive dreams and gives us prayer points that will crush every poverty dream in

our lives
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prayer is a major biblical topic the bible teaches readers the nature purposes intentions and practical applications of

prayer in diverse circumstances and situations the bible presents different expressions of prayer major examples of

prayers presuppositions of prayer various types of prayer god s diverse answers to different prayers in different

circumstances and nonverbal gestures about prayer this book attempts to deal with difficult issues such as

imprecation or curse prayers address controversial biblical passages and concepts such as ps 51 or rom 8 26 27

and emphasize important similar connections between different biblical texts such as 1 sam 2 1 10 ps 113 5 9 luke 1

46 55 2 sam 7 18 29 or 1 chr 17 16 27
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divine re positioning the best position for you in life is that which god has ordained for you due to the lack of spiritual

foresight and invariably divine guidance a lot of people do not attain the height that god has made their portion the

common thing being that they arc cither in the wrong place or and at the wrong time doing the wrong or right thing

with this book when you do a good digestion of the first chapter you will be able to know what is required of you to

align into the divine repositioning you are given the six areas of life that can be repositioned in chapter two you have

the details on the five languages by which the repositioning directives can be received once you have attained the

divine position nobody can alter that as decreed in 1 samuel 2 19
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the story of rinaldo and armida where love conflicts with duty magic plays a role and morality wins the day lends

itself to being dramatised and a number of librettists adapted it for the stage in the 17th and 18th centuries in france

where the ballet de cour was the prime dramatic entertainment the earliest adaptation of tasso for the theatre was

the ballet du roy danced by louis xiii and his courtiers in the salle du louvre on sunday 29 janary 1617 the fifteen

year old king chose the subject from several proposed to him by etienne durand the designer placed in charge of the

occasion la delivrance de renaud the present publication is dedicated entirely to the study of a single ballet de cour

its centrepiece is a modern edition of the complete livret compiled by etienne durand his discours au vray du ballet

danse par le roy le dimanche xxixe jour de janvier 1617 avec les desseins tant des machines et apparences

differentes que de tous les habits des masques paris ballard 1617 in the first group of articles we look at the kind of

historical evidence provided by the main sources for the ballet de cour the vers and the livret and the noble

participants are introduced the second group deals with the sources of inspiration for the ballet in the third group we

consider the music of our ballet the fourth group deals with the scenography and other visual aspects of the

performance at the end the last group of articles is dedicated to the dance
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